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action report from
Operation Rescue West

Truth Trucks Rock DNC

85 Year-old Abortionist Quits

Boston, MA – A fleet of Truth Trucks
traveled convoy style through the streets of
Boston during the Democratic National
Convention giving cause for the Dems to
rethink their pro-abortion position. The Truth
Trucks boldly displayed the “product of choice.”
The very “choice” that John Kerry and the
Democratic Party chooses for many little baby
boys and girls.

The Truth Truck convoy parked or drove
continually through major political functions
like fund raisers led by Bill and Hilary Clinton,
Kerry’s home and church, the DNC head
quarters, and all the outside activities. “The
message was huge and inescapable,” said Troy
Newman, OR President.  Newman also said,
“If you were in Boston, I’d be willing to bet
you saw our Truth Trucks, they were THAT
visible!”

The Truth Trucks were usually on the road
from 8am until well after 10pm, which is 14 hours
a day of hard-hitting pro-life truth!

One convention delegate claimed they had
seen the Truth
Trucks “countless”
times during the
week-long festivities
and the message
had challenged her
to re-think her
position on abortion.

After the
convention, one
Truth Truck
followed Kerry’s
campaign bus tour
through, Iowa,
Illinois, Missouri
and Kansas.

San Diego, CA – Operation Rescue
learned that long-time abortionist Phillip
Rand has quit his killing job at Clinica Medica
Para La Mujer De Hoy, an abortion mill in

Chula Vista, California,
just south of San Diego.

According to OR
sources, Rand had been
unable to work because
of illness before finally
giving up his job. Rand
worked for a number of
abortion mills, moving
on to a new location as
each one was put out of
business.  At the end, he
could no longer drive
himself to work and
was often seen hunched
over and shuffling into
the mill.

Rand was a notorious abortionist killing
children in San Diego County for over 30 years.
He once owned four abortion mills.  According to
investigative reports from the San Diego News
Notes, Rand had “the worst record in the county
for harming women during abortions.”  He was
sued more than 45 times with judgments against
him that pushed him into bankruptcy in 1994.

Some of his victims included Ashleigh
Pitchford who sued Rand in 1991 after a botched
abortion. The year before, Deborah Brown sued
Rand after she delivered a dead fetus in her home
following an attempted abortion by Rand. The
same year, Marcia Lattimore filed suit after her
uterus was perforated by Rand at a now closed
Womancare clinic.

“I would have been afraid to have him
examine me – much less perform surgery – just
on his looks alone,” said Cheryl Sullenger who
spent nearly 20 years picketing Rand and sidewalk
counseling outside his various abortion mills.  “We
thank God that the world is a safer place today
because Rand is no longer in business.”Rand quits after 30 years

Truth is unavoidable.
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Summer and autumn
have kept the Truth Truck
fleet  rolling in high gear.
Our drivers focus on areas
where the most numbers of
people will view the hard
truth of abortion.
Operation Rescue is always
refining our efficiency and
effectiveness. Here are just
some of the locations the
Truth Trucks have been in
the past few months.

Kerry/Edward Rallies in Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Michigan, and
Washington, DC,  major college football
games, huge NASCAR races like the
Brickyard 500 and the Bristol 500,
baseball games like the Cubs vs. White
Sox in Chicago, NFL games in Cleveland,
Ohio, and a million person walk at
Mackinaw Island Bridge
in Michigan.

The Truth Truck
was also present at the
first two Presidential
debates in Miami and St.
Louis.

In September,
Operation Recsue toured
the entire state of
Louisiana, only to be
stopped by Huricane Ivan.

These are only some of the special
events and do not include the regular
tours through out Florida and the Mid-
West. Operation Rescue has borne
witness of the truth to millions of

A m e r i c a n s
in the last
few months.

Truth Trucks in High Gear
Truth criss crosses the nation in key areas

The Truth Trucks
have been
harrassed many
times by police

Only Hurricane Ivan stalled the Truth Truck,
but the evactuation route was a perfect
place to set up.

Truth Trucks in “convoy” make the imapct
even more effective!

A message impossible
to miss!
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News from Wichita
The Abortion Capital of the World

Wichita, KS – Here are just a few of our many
activities in our ground-breaking ministry in the
Abortion Capital of America.  For fuller accounts of
these and more stories, please visit our web site at
www.operationrescue.org.

• Two Abortion Nurses Quit!  Two
more of George Tiller’s hard-to-
replace abortion nurses, Yolanda
Yoho and Catharine Nelson, have
quit their jobs at Women’s Health
Care Services.  So far NINE clinic
workers have quit
the killing business
in OR’s “Year of the
Rebuke”
Campaign.

• Rolling Stone
Magazine
published an article
in August about
OR’s Wichita
ministry.  It was the most positive
story about a pro-life ministry to
ever appear in
that extremely
liberal
publication.

• Operation
Rescue “outs”
Tiller abortionist
Shelley Sella
after receiving
documentation
that Sella was
“wed” to another woman in a gay
marriage ceremony in San
Francisco earlier this year.  The San
Francisco Chronicle ran a story
about postal outreaches in her
neighborhood in their October 6,
2004, issue.

• Karen Myers was found “not
guilty” in a jury trial where she was
charged with disobeying the lawful
order of a police officer.  The trial
stemmed from a brutal arrest that
sent Karen to the hospital during an
otherwise peaceful pro-life outreach
at a Cher concert at the Kansas
Coliseum last year.  Karen plans to
sue Sedgwick County for her

injuries.
• Another botched abortion

at Tiller’s sent yet another
woman to Wesley Medical
Center with sirens blaring
and lights flashing.  Tiller
was photographed by
Operation Rescue as he
accompanied the woman,
writhing in pain on the
gurney, into the emergency room.

• A Neighborhood
Prayer Walk was held near
the home of Tiller employee
Marguerite Reed.  Reed
and her family
returned home
during the outreach
and rescuers were
able to calmly urge
her to repent and
leave her child-

killing job.
• Susan G. Komen “Race for

the Cure” – OR
exposed the
abortion/breast
cancer connection
with large banners
and literature at the
annual event.  The
Komen Foundation
is a supporter of
Planned Parenthood, the
world’s largest abortion

provider.
•    Through September, 2004 –

Abortions are down 20% at Tiller’s
mill since “Year
of Rebuke”
Campaign was
started in
January, 2004,
according to
statistics
reported by on-
site sidewalk
counselors who
are present at
WHCS each
abortion day.

Tiller rushes another
victim of a botched
abortion to the
emergency room.

OR helped this nurse
decide abortion is not
health care.Ken Reed stands for Life.

Please continue to
pray for the bold and
effective work
happening in Wichita.
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of killing a fellow human that is
forbidden by the Sixth Commandment.

But here is where the fear-
provoking individual stands clear. They
will say “I don’t care about any of your
so called evidence or religious beliefs; I
still support abortion on demand.”

This person is scary! They have
rejected every objective detail in the
unimpeachable mountain of truth
supporting the argument against the
killing of little babies. They clearly stand
in the smallest minority. These people are
living in utter denial and have
succumbed to the lies of the evil one.

You probably know people like this.
(Does a certain presidential candidate
come to mind?)  They won’t be won
through debate or evidence.  Their only
means of conversion will be through the
work of the Spirit of God.

And to this end, I implore you to
pray for Operation Rescue through our
Prayer for Life Tour.  We are
traveling through the two most critical
swing states of this election:
Pennsylvania and Ohio. Please pray that
our outreach will be used of the Holy
Spirit to influence the hearts of the people
to cast a vote for life!  And pray for the
future of our country.  May those who
are now blinded by lies and death have
their eyes opened through the Gospel of
Christ.

Our mission is to serve God in this
capacity.

Boldly proclaiming the truth,

Troy Newman,
President Operation Rescue
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Dear Friend,

I don’t consider myself cowardly,
yet there is something that is beginning
to scare me, or I should say, there is one
type of person that I find truly alarming.
It’s an individual who completely rejects
the truth.

This type of person will refuse the
facts even when they are presented with
absolute unimpeachable information.
This is the kind of person that frightens
me the most.

I am sure
you have met the
sort of person I
am talking about.
He or she may
seem perfectly
normal until a
subject like
abortion is
discussed.

In defense of
life, a rational
person will cite
facts concerning

the baby in utero who has a heartbeat,
brain waves, can suck his real thumb and
even feel pain. As these plain pieces of

information are
rejected, the apologist
may dig into more
technical evidence
from medical
p r o f e s s i o n a l s ,
scientists, and even
the laws of nature to
prove that the pre-
born baby is indeed a
human being.

The doubting
person will still balk at

these words and demand more. The most
powerful argument on behalf of the pre-
born is God’s infallible Law, and the
overwhelming philosophical conclusion
that abortion is an insane and sinful act

Rejecting Truth is a Scary
Proposition

Troy Newman
encourages a very
receptive Catholic
High School in
Louisiana

“These
people are
living in

utter
denial and

have
succumbed
to the lies
of the evil

one.”
Standing in front of
the Harvard Club in
Boston, these pro-
abortion
demonstrators
where confronted
with the truth but
refused to listen.

For more information on the tour, please
visit us at www.operationrescue.org


